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TYPE OF DIPLOMA WORK: applied

ASSESSMENT OF THESIS: (always add verbal comments)

1. COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIRED ASSIGNMENT:

Maternal health care is of utmost importance for Ghana hence the topic chosen "The impact of national health insurance scheme on maternal health care in Ghana: A case study of the East Akim District in the Eastern Region of Ghana" is very relevant

Overall, the student complied with required assignment by following the required structure and standard of a bachelor thesis

2. WORK WITH ACADEMIC LITERATURE:

The student was able to apply theoretical knowledge by doing a good literature review on the theme of thesis. The student used secondary data from various reliable sources and cited appropriately.

3. CONTENT LEVEL OF WORK:

Very good and comprehensible use of the English language. The content of work is very good, it provides adequate insights to the background, problem statement and solution

4. FORMAL LAYOUT:

The thesis has been elaborated and structured in the standard format for a bachelor thesis. The headings and subheadings have been clearly labelled and citations and references correctly done. Tables and figures are rightly done and correctly labelled
SPECIFIC REMARKS AND COMMENTS ABOUT THE THESIS:

Very good work done by the student however can the student explain in her own opinion why there are still some number of pregnant women who have not subscribe to NHIS in the region. Is it an issue of cost or not enough information reaching the women?

DEFENSE OF THESIS: recommended
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